
Predictive Data for Rheology 
Modelling



VLCI & EAL: R&D Digitalization of Formulations 

VLCI

Practical approach to 

predictive formulation 

sciences with HSP and High 

Throughput screening

EAL

Predictive material research 

with RheoCube, the virtual lab 

tool for understanding 

product behavior with 

simulation models. 

Cost- and time effective alternative to 

(wet) lab R&D approach

Replace trial-and-error approach with 

predictive data driven solutions

Acquire more data and (new) insights 

on your formulations and products



Ingredient Parameter Research
(Van Loon Chemical Innovations B.V., Amsterdam/ NL)

High Throughput screening to obtain HSP data

Provides intrinsic and sustainable parameter of 

many ingredients: polymers, oils, solvents, 

pigments, actives…

Broad application: Hansen Solubility 

Parameters = Similarity, to compatibilize

ingredients which improves stability & efficacy

δD for Dispersion (van der Waals)

δP for Polarity (Dipole Moment)

δH for Hydrogen Bonding

“Like seeks like” principle; likeness measured by 

the HSP distance metric → compatibility



Rheology Simulations & Predictions
(Electric Ant Lab B.V., Amsterdam/ NL)

RheoCube: virtual lab, simulation tool with 

powerful data visualizations module

Simulation models based on HSP values of 

all components in your formulation

Accelerate your R&D, manage multiple 

projects and experiments simultaneously

Predict physical behavior of your products 

with enhanced data



The Road to RheoCube for Chemical R&D

This resulted in a new product development 
process to create simulation models directly 
from experimental lab data.

Electric Ant Lab (NL) teamed up with 
Van Loon Chemical Innovations (NL) for 
a new predictive chemistry approach.

6 partners 6 industries 4 countries 20+ R&D scientists



YOUR COMPANY

Physical sample(s)

EAL

Simulation components

VLCI

HSP and lab data

Identify first users in R&D

Select systems

Define components

Ship samples 

HSP determinations for unknown 

components

Reporting

Translate to EAL input data

Define components in 

simulation parameters

Validate system with VLCI

Onboard your R&D scientists

How It Works



Selecting Components
For this HSP/RheoCube approach 

Fluids Surfactants Polymers

After you have defined your first system, the different components will be used as input in RheoCube. You 

provide the input on the components in your system. VLCI provides the HSP data. 

Particles



Measure and Predict

2. Simulation models are created with HSP values 

as input, setting up experiments in RheoCube’s

user-friendly interface

1. HSP is applied to match ingredients, make 

them compatible  and develop stable 

formulations with utmost efficacy



Results: 
more data driven research projects and formulations

5-10x more 

projects in your 

R&D pipeline

Predict 

behaviour of 

end-products

Control your 

formulations 

with accurate 

ingredient data

40-90% 

cost reduction 

of R&D process

Intuitive and 

cloud-based 

collaboration 

tool for R&D



What We Offer
Receive a specific quotation based on your 
requirements

Example HSP-rheology modelling Trial:

HSP determinations on main ingredients as a baseline

RheoCube access 60 days for 5-10 users

Simulation computing budget to check the influence of various parameters

Support on implementation from VLCI & EAL scientists



Electric Ant Lab BV

Mr. Jurjen van Rees, CCO / j.w.vanrees@electricant.com

www.electricant.com

Science Park 106

1098 XG Amsterdam, NL

Contact Info

Van Loon Chemical Innovations

Mr. Sander van Loon, CEO / s.vanloon@vlci.biz

https://vlci.biz/

Science Park 408

1098 XH Amsterdam, NL

The research program that lead to this strategic partnership between EAL and VLCI was supported by the Province of North-Holland, the Netherlands

http://www.electricant.com/
https://vlci.biz/

